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Summary of:

MWRA BOARD OF DIRECTORS' MEETING

May 5, 1999
Return to Meeting Summary Page

A meeting of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority was held on May 5, 1999 at
Marlborough City Hall, in Marlborough, MA. Present: Chairman Robert Durand; John Carroll, Andrew Pappastergion
and Norman Jacques, Advisory Board Representatives; Vincent Mannering and Robert Spinney, City of Boston
Representatives; Lucile Hicks, Gubernatorial Representative; Joseph MacRitchie, City of Quincy Representative.
Absent: Donald Mitchell, Gubernatorial Representative; Marie Turner, Town of Winthrop Representative; and Andrea
d'Amato, City of Boston Representative.

Approvals

Contract Awards

Contract Amendments/Change Orders

Information Reports

AGENDA

Report of the Chair

Chairman Durand welcomed the Board to Marlborough City Hall. Referring to the groundbreaking ceremony in the
morning, at the site of the Walnut Hill Water Treatment Facility, he praised the cooperation of city officials and the
participation of the many players working to make the new plant a reality.

Report of the Executive Director

Douglas MacDonald reported on the groundbreaking event held that morning, recognizing the efforts of the staff,
contractors, local officials, and many others in bringing the construction of the Walnut Hill Water Treatment Plant to a
start. He also reported that eligibility for debt service assistance for the Walnut Hill plant had been included in the
House budget for FY00.

In addition, he reported on the preliminary ruling by Judge Stearns (on May 3rd) in EPA's lawsuit that seeks to require
that filtration be included in the technology of the new Walnut Hill Treatment Plant. In distributing a copy of the court
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decision, he noted that while the Judge agreed with EPA that there was at least a technical violation of the Safe
Drinking Water Act standards at the Wachusett Reservoir, the Court still has broad discretion in the choice of remedy
for the technology choice for the new plant, which might not necessarily be filtration. The next step will be a trial or
hearing to begin in October.
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APPROVALS

1999 Series C and D Bond Authorizations

The Board voted to approve the adoption of the twenty-fifth Supplemental Resolution authorizing the issuance of up to
$150 million of Massachusetts Water Resources Authority Multi-Modal Subordinated General Revenue Bonds, 1999
Series C and Series D and the supporting issuance resolution.

The Authority has approximately $85 million in the Construction Fund, and anticipates expending the balance by the
end of July. The agency needs to proceed to borrow the next increment of funding, a process that is expected to take
several weeks.

Transmittal of a Proposed Capital Contingency Fund Amendment to the Advisory Board

The Board voted to approve the transmittal to the MWRA Advisory Board, for its review and comment, of a proposed
amendment to the FY99-01 Capital Improvement Program to increase the Other Capital Projects contingency fund by
$9.6 million, from $57.8 million to $67.4 million.

The staff noted that the principal driver of the amendment request was the recent receipt of a low bid on the Braintree-
Weymouth tunnel project, which was nearly $9.6 million greater than the amount included in this year's capital budget.
The Advisory Board will conduct a review of the amendment request in the coming weeks, in time to support the
anticipated award of the tunnel contract at the May 26 Board of Directors meeting.

Water Supply Continuation Agreements with the Towns of Bedford and Southborough

The Board voted to authorize the Executive Director to execute, on behalf of the Authority, Water Supply Continuation
Agreements with the Town of Bedford and the Town of Southborough, in the form of Attachments 1 and 2 filed with
the records of the meeting. Within the terms of their agreements, both communities will pay the prevailing rate for
water purchases.

Policy on Hiring Contract Employees

The Board of Directors voted to confirm that the policy of hiring former MWRA staff as contract employees shall be
conducted in accordance with the existing policy procedure for hiring contract employees.

Staff recommended that the Board continue to apply the same standards for justification and the same appointment
approval process for hiring former MWRA employees that are applied for all contract employee hires. Proposed
contract hires expected to exceed $65,000 in annual salary or which involve positions determined by Human Resources
to be the equivalent of Grade 13 or above are submitted to the Board for approval prior to execution of the contract. In
addition, any contract that has a cumulative term which exceeds one year is submitted to the Board for approval.

The Board also approved an amendment to three employee contracts for the period May 6, 1999 to May 5, 2000. The
contracts address three employees in the Internal Audit Department who perform part-time work at the Senior Auditor
level. These employees are assigned to internal audits, management advisory services, or contract audits.
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CONTRACT AWARDS

Prison Point Facility Upgrade: Harding & Smith, Inc., Contract 6269

The Board of Directors voted to approve the award of Contract 6269, Prison Point CSO Facility Upgrade, to Harding
& Smith, Inc., and to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to execute the contract in the
amount of $3,258,000 for a duration of 490 calendar days from the Notice to Proceed.

The project is one of the 25 projects in MWRA's long-term plan for CSO control. The contract calls for substantial
completion by August 2000.

Natural Gas Contract Award for the Fore River Facilities to Columbia Energy

The Board of Directors voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to execute Contract 1793
with Columbia Energy for the supply of natural gas to the Fore River facilities, which include the pellet plant and four
administrative and warehouse buildings. The contract will be for one year, providing gas at the new price as of July 1,
1999.

The total cost of gas for the MWRA has three components: (1) the commodity price -- the cost to purchase the gas at
the wellhead, or source; (2) the basis price -- the cost to transport the gas on interstate pipelines from the wellhead to
the connection with the local gas utility pipeline, or "citygate;" and (3) local distribution charges -- the cost to
transport the gas from the citygate via the local gas distribution company pipeline to the point of use. Deregulation
allows the competitive procurement of the first two components of a natural gas purchase -- the commodity and the
basis; the cost of transportation on the local gas utility pipeline has not been deregulated and is still controlled by
Boston Gas tariffed rates. This contract covers the basis price. Staff also noted that the basis numbers to be awarded in
this contract do not include the commodity price, which is expected to be set by June 4. Discussion of the local
distribution charges is expected at the May 26 Board meeting.
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CONTRACT AMENDMENTS/CHANGE ORDERS

CSO Upgrade at Cottage Farm: Methuen Construction Co., Contract 6268, CO #7

The Board of Directors voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to approve Change Order
7 to Contract 6268, CSO Upgrades at Cottage Farm, with Methuen Construction Company, increasing the contract cost
by $223,669.67 from $4,040,392.14 to $4,264,061.81 and to extend the contract completion date by 90 days from June
20, 1999 to September 18, 1999.

The Cottage Farm Upgrade is one of the 25 MWRA CSO Control Plan projects. The facility, which first went on line
in 1972, treats combined sewer overflows from the Boston and Cambridge systems, prior to discharge to the Charles
River. Treatment at the facility includes screening, skimming, settling and disinfection by chlorination. The facility
was last upgraded several years ago when the ventilation system in the detention tank area was replaced. MWRA is
currently in the process of replacing the backup power generating system. In small storms, Cottage Farm's 1.3 million
gallon detention tank capacity can hold an entire overflow volume, which is then pumped back into the sewer system
for transport to Ward Street and Deer Island. During larger storms, the Cottage Farm storage capacity is exceeded, and
treated flows are discharged to the river.

This change order involves the shoring and repair of a portion of the floor slab in the existing building, before the
control center, laboratory, and locker room construction can proceed. The existing slab deteriorated due to corrosion
(likely caused by previous sodium hypochlorite spills), a condition that should have been identified had adequate field
inspection been conducted. Staff report that this is a design error on the part of the design consultant. A contingency
transfer in the full amount of the change order is required.
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Ancillary Design Modifications Phase III: R. Zoppo, Contract 6180, Change Order 35

The Board of Directors voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to approve Change Order
35 to Contract 6180, Ancillary Design Modifications - Phase III, with R. Zoppo Corp./Interstate Engineering Corp., a
joint venture, in the amount of $291,172, increasing the contract amount from $31,531,679.17 to $31,822,851.17; and
to approve additional change orders as may be needed to the contract in the amount not to exceed the aggregate of
$250,000. A contingency transfer in the full amount of the change order will be required.

The funding supports a revision to the plan for applying a protective epoxy coating on the interior base and walls of
the gravity thickener distribution box, which receives sludge and scum from the primary clarifiers and then distributes
the mix of sludge and scum to the six gravity thickeners for further sludge processing. The epoxy coating is being
applied to the interior of the gravity thickener distribution box as part of the comprehensive plant-wide program to
protect the plant from elevated H2S levels. The revised plan involves bypassing the gravity thickener distribution box
by diverting the flow of sludge and scum from the inflow lines directly into the gravity thickener tanks. The bypass
piping, while an additional cost, will allow the contractor to apply the protective epoxy coating without affecting
operations, and will be available for future maintenance and cleaning of the distribution box.

Braintree-Weymouth Project Labor Agreement, Legal Services: Morgan, Lewis and Bockius

The Board voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to approve an amendment to increase
the amount of the December 8, 1998 Letter Agreement with Morgan, Lewis and Bockius for legal services regarding
the Braintree-Weymouth Project Labor Agreement by $25,000 (from $30,000 to $55,000), and to extend the term by
three years to April 30, 2002. The amount is an estimate; expenditures to date have totaled approximately $27,000.
Funding is to come from the current expense budget.

Supply and Delivery of Soda Ash to the Interim Corrosion Control Facility: T.G. Soda Ash, WRA-1613,
Amendment 1

The Board voted to authorize the Executive Director, on behalf of the Authority, to approve Amendment No. 1 to
increase the contract price on Contract No. WRA-1613, supply and delivery of soda ash to the Interim Corrosion
Control Facility, with T.G. Soda Ash, in an amount not to exceed $1,900,000. The amendment allows the Authority to
benefit from declining prices for soda ash: the US domestic market for the chemical recently experienced a major drop
in pricing due to over production and a declining demand for exports from the glass manufacturing plants of Asia and
South America. The Authority is in the second year of a two-year contract. By negotiating a lower price for the second
year of the contract, the Authority will realize a cost savings of an estimated $30,972. In exchange for the lower price
during 1999, the Authority has agreed to a one-year contract extension.
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INFORMATION REPORTS

The Board of Directors also heard four information reports.

FY99 Summary Financial Reports -- March

The Authority staff provided financial reports for the fiscal year through March, including a listing of financial
highlights for the period, as well as brief explanations of budget variances by department. Total revenue through March
was $308.85 million or $6.4 million (2.1%) greater than budgeted for the period (primarily due to greater than
budgeted investment income, including $5.4 million from swap agreements). Total current expenses reached $311.8
million or $2.2 million (0.7%) greater than the amounts budgeted for the period. Direct expenses were $3.3 million
greater than budgeted (a smaller variance than the $5.3 million greater than budgeted variance in February). Indirect
expenses were $177.8 million, or $1.1 million (0.6%) less than budgeted, primarily due to the benefits of the 1998D
revenue bond refunding.
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The Authority anticipates that by the end of June direct expenses will be $4.3 million greater than budgeted and
indirect expenses (including debt service) will be $1.8 million less than budgeted. A proposed current expense budget
amendment for $2.5 million has been submitted to the Advisory Board for review.

Transport Department -- Review of Overtime Usage

The staff provided the Board with an overview of Transport Department (in the Sewerage Division) overtime usage,
and an explanation of FY99 spending. The department utilizes overtime for person-to-person coverage, wet weather
operations/emergency maintenance, and planned routine facility and low flow maintenance. Nearly 60% of the
overtime budget for the department supports person-to-person coverage; another 25% of the overtime budget is for wet
weather operations.

All of the projected year-end greater than budgeted spending is for operations coverage. Projected overspending of
$274,000 for coverage is somewhat offset by underspending of $111,000 for overtime relating to maintenance,
technical support, and wet weather response/emergency maintenance. In addition, staff reported that several omissions
from the original FY99 coverage budget totaled $270,000.

Board members focused on the coverage category of overtime spending, including the impact of sick time usage on
overtime spending. Staff reported on disciplinary actions being taken for chronic abusers of sick time use, and plans for
more aggressive monitoring of sick time use. Staff also noted that coverage related overtime use has been reduced
through the elimination of the number of shifts that need to be covered on a person-to-person basis. It was emphasized
that until the financial incentives are addressed through negotiation, overtime spending will not be further reduced
measurably. The Board voted to revisit this issue in one month.

North Dorchester Bay CSO Project Update

The staff presented an extensive report on the status of this major, $202 million project to improve water quality in the
North Dorchester Bay and the Reserved Channel. To be located in South Boston, two consolidation conduits (along
North Dorchester Bay and along the Reserved Channel) and a huge 600 mgd pump station comprise three of the 25
projects in MWRA's long-term plan for CSO control. The goal of the project is to completely eliminate CSO
discharges to North Dorchester Bay (with its extensive beach area); and to minimize CSO discharges to the Reserved
Channel (where water quality will be substantially improved by reducing CSO discharges to zero in a typical rainfall
year). The project will also capture stormwater to the 5-year design storm from the MDC-owned lands adjacent to Day
Boulevard, a commitment that will add $5.5 million to the overall cost of the project. Cost sharing with the MDC is
being sought.

Staff emphasized the size, complexity, and difficulty of the project, calling it "huge and complicated." The 13-feet in
diameter tunnels through soft ground conditions will be "very difficult to construct." The pump station, at 600 mgd, is
a "major pumping facility." The only facility in the MWRA system that is larger is the North Main Pump Station on
Deer Island; it is half again as large as the South System Pump Station (400 mgd), and is "much, much larger" than the
East Boston Pump Station and the Charlestown Pump Station.

The benefits of the project are that it will result in the capture of all CSO overflows and much of the stormwater flows
to the North Dorchester Bay; the Reserved Channel will be much improved. "Because of the massive storage capacity
in the pipes, we will be able to completely hold most of the storm flows; this project has a huge amount of storage
capacity." In answer to a question regarding the problem of odors in such a large tunnel that will for the most part be
fairly empty, staff noted that there will be a vent at each of the upstream ends of the conduits, and fans in three places
(at the two upstream ends and at the pump station).

Mr. MacDonald emphasized that the "key feature is that we will have to go to MEPA before the end of May" with a
Notice of Project Change. While the project is "not much different from before, there are some changes: the pump
station site is not a certainty by any measure; there have also been adjustments to the sizing of the tunnel; and there
have been minor adjustments to how the tunnels interact with the BWSC system ... This is an expensive project, and it
is technically complicated, and we are still receiving comments from BWSC. But we do want to tell the Board that we
are going forward."
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The project cost has risen by nearly two-thirds since the Conceptual Plan in 1994, when cost estimates were at $122.7
million. In the FEIR costs were $164.4 million; by last fall they had risen to $202 million, and now estimates hover at
$200 million. Value engineering has been conducted, and while the staff received many suggestions for changes, they
were "relatively minor." Staff acknowledged that there is "still the possibility of 'project creep,' although they are
working to avoid future cost increases. Since the FEIR phase, much of the project risk has been minimized.

Joe Favaloro spoke about the Advisory Board's comments on the Capital Improvement Program and Budget, with
particular reference to the need for the Authority to actively manage capital program costs and schedules. "As we
move into a critical rates period [with rates rising by over 7% each year in the next 7 years], we have to look at the
costs and benefits" of capital projects. "Don't hurry through the MEPA process. Take a step back and have a discussion
... Don't go full steam ahead; take some of the steam out ... Maybe this is the right project, but is it at the right time and
at the right price?"

Mr. Mannering observed that the original CSO plan was $1 billion, and it would have grown. "We took the step back,
and we came back with this project which is significantly more beneficial than the original plan ... There have been
plenty of times that we have taken a step back but how many times can you do that. At some point in time we will lose
credibility with the Court and we will end up with a court order. This is an enormously difficult project, and the
Authority is still not in agreement with BWSC. But to suggest taking a step back is not the right step at this time."

Chairman Durand noted that "we can look at other capital projects" and can continue to look at this one "as part of the
MEPA process, because there will be plenty of opportunities for public review during the MEPA process."

Staff closed with: "we are looking at construction award late in 1999."

Southern High Service Extension Study -- Preview of Final Report

Staff reported on progress toward the preparation of a final report to the Legislature on the study of capital
improvements necessary to provide supplemental water to eight South Shore communities -- Avon, Canton, Braintree,
Brockton, Holbrook, Randolph, Stoughton and Weymouth.

Highlights include: pipeline alignments, costs, and construction requirements for an easterly and a westerly route
(costs are estimated at $35 - $38 million; construction challenges include jacking under Route 128 and the crossing of
several busy commercial intersections); water quality concerns (including flouridation -- MWRA flouridates its water,
while six of the study communities do not; corrosion control and pH levels; iron and manganese precipitation; and
disinfection effectiveness); and financial analysis to provide an estimate of the impact on the communities' water rate
structures if they were to become MWRA member communities.

A final report is expected to be completed in late May. The report will be submitted to the House and Senate
Committees of Ways and Means, the communities, and other interested parties. It is anticipated that a briefing for the
legislative leadership will be scheduled for mid-June.
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